
 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

Company in brief 

 

Google Cloud Platform, offered by Google, is a suite of cloud computing services that runs on the same 

infrastructure that Google uses internally for its end-user products, such as Google Search, Gmail, file 

storage, and YouTube. 

 

Google Cloud is a global, enterprise-grade supported infrastructure of computational assets available 

as an on-demand service. The Google Cloud platform reduces the burden on IT by helping customers 

modernize workloads on world-class infrastructure, protect data with multilayered security, drive 

decision-making with intelligent analytics and adopt hybrid and multi-cloud environments without 

vendor lock-in. 

Case overview 
 

Google Cloud has a native architecture for collecting, processing, analyzing and archiving of events 

from IoT devices, vehicles as well as upstream software systems. At the center of the architecture is 

InfluxDB and its connection to global native Google Cloud services like BigQuery, Cloud Machine 

Learning Engine and Kubernetes. The architecture demonstrates how access to global scaling cloud 

services addresses use cases from the energy sector. 

 

 

The business problem 

Many Google Cloud customers have IoT event processing and time-based processing use cases, which 

require a time series database. The solution described here is a use case of IoT event processing in the 

energy sector. The solution’s architecture is complex because it addresses several sub-use cases that 

exemplify what you can do with time series databases as well as what Google Cloud and its services 

can contribute to your architecture.  

 

 

“From a customer perspective, if you ask "How do I solve my 
problem with all that's out there?" That's where we come into 
play: how to connect all of this.” 
 
Christoph Bussler, Solutions Architect, Google 
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The solution answers common customer questions of how to put Google Cloud services to work for IoT 

event processing and analytics. In the context of IoT events in the energy sector, InfluxDB is the time 

series component within this solution’s architecture,  

 

Overview of energy sector use cases 

IoT is one way of monitoring energy systems, whose use cases can be classified into three categories:  

 

1. Production: 
● Energy production systems monitoring and anomaly detection (oil, gas, wind. hydro, solar and 

others) 

 

2. Distribution: 
● Smart grid: Maintaining an equilibrium across energy supply and demand 

○ Renewable and non-renewable energy demand forecasting 

○ Using machine learning to predict future behavior based on past behavior (synchrophasor 

technology uses monitoring devices, which take high-speed measurements of phase 

angles, voltage and frequency that are time-stamped with high-precision clocks) 

 

3. Consumption: 
● Fleet performance optimization (cars, trucks, planes, etc.) 

● Commercial manufacturing sites, office buildings  

● Public infrastructure 

● Private households 

 

From production to distribution to consumption, there are many phases, technologies and aspects that 

need to be simultaneously monitored, maintained, controlled, and forecast. Time series databases are 

one mechanism to put it all into perspective.  

 

How energy environments can be analyzed 

Energy use case analysis encompasses: 

 

● Event collection (from production systems, consumption locations, and absence check which 

requires static equipment inventory data)  

● Event monitoring (outages, trends, anomaly detection) 

● Forecasting/prediction (combination of current events, historic events, non-event data like 

models, weather data, road conditions, etc.)  
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● Off-line analysis (combination with non-event data) 

● Archiving (a time horizon of event collection to enable long-duration analysis and predictions 

as well as data storage to meet regulatory requirements) 

 

One solution that can cover all the above energy use cases would be ideal — this is what the IoT event 

processing and analysis solution with InfluxDB in Google Cloud does. 

 

The technical problem 
 

From a technical perspective, the solution had to fit the life cycle of an IoT event, shown below. 

 

Life Cycle of an IoT Event 

 

 

The above life cycle architecture diagram addresses, to a large extent, all the energy use cases 

discussed above. (Some use cases might require adding to or modifying this architecture to meet 

specific needs.) The icons on the left represent various input types, such as sensors and devices. These 

inputs produce events that need to be ingested at speed since IoT events are often produced at a high 

rate. The dataflow is as follows:  

 

● An event is issued by some type of device and ingested by a time series database. The 

database might have real-time analytics capability enabling analysis of events as they stream 

in, and enabling a view of all events and event subsets to observe change in the value of 

metrics they represent. The source of each event is important to understand, and a time series 
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database allows such events to be stored and accessible for monitoring, As events are 

continuously added, real-time analytics enables a real-time view of performance.   

 

● Offline analytics can be done, such as in the case of a fleet management system by analyzing 

what's happening to the fleet (where vehicles are located at a given point in time and where 

they might be going). In the case of vehicle monitoring, for example, events are sent to 

separate analytics subsystems which might be based on: 

○ Static data like an inventory of all fleet vehicles 

○ Dynamic data sources like the allocation and maintenance state 

A complex environment could have a large number of static and dynamic data sources  

that have to be combined in order to accomplish offline analytics.  

 

● Various application systems might depend on events. Among them might be an event 

monitoring system which was established at a previous time and which was using a different 

technology. The two-way blue arrow indicates that there might be events in the infrastructure 

that should be sent to the time series database for correlation with the current data set, and 

not just from the database to other systems.  

 

● Short-term and long-term archiving of events allows re-examining events as needed, years 

or decades later. 

 

Let’s consider the above life cycle in the context of Google Cloud’s global network and services. 

 

Google Cloud’s global network and services 

Google Cloud’s planet-scale infrastructure delivers the highest level of performance and availability in a 

secure, sustainable way: 

● Google Cloud’s computers, hard disk drives and virtual resources, such as virtual machines 

(VMs), are contained in Google's data centers around the globe. Each data center location is in a 

region. Regions are available in Asia, Australia, Europe, North America, and South America. Each 

region is a collection of zones, which are isolated from each other within the region.  

● Google Cloud’s global data center distribution allows you to write global applications and put 

devices everywhere feeding into the same system no matter where they are. This distribution 

of resources provides several benefits, including redundancy in case of failure and reduced 

latency by locating resources closer to clients.  
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Google Cloud: Regions and Zones 

 

See the latest Google Cloud region and zone map.  
 

● Each blue dot and white dot is a geographic region where Google Cloud is represented. 

● Each region has at least three zones (data centers).  

● Each data center has computing and networking infrastructure that allows Google Cloud 

services to run and execute.  

 

The viewpoint you can take with Google Cloud is global. All the regions are connected by Google’s 

private, software-defined network, which provides fast and reliable connections to users around the 

world.  
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Google Cloud: Global Network 

 

See the latest Google Cloud global network map. 
 

If all your services are within the Google network, they remain on its private network. Because Google 

owns the network, it can control admission to it, control throughput latency, and put out certain 

optimizations that would not be possible on the public internet. That’s important for the scale and the 

low latency needed for IoT event processing on a global scale. This network is constantly being 

expanded since the number of services, as well as data volumes, are increasing. The network powers 

the services available on the Google Cloud environment. The list of available Google Cloud services is 

long and keeps growing. A small selection of these services is shown in the screenshot below, 

 

Google Cloud: Cloud Services 

 

 See the latest list of Google Cloud products.  
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A full list of Google Cloud services can be found in the below Google Cloud Developers cheat sheet, 
which describes every product in the Google Cloud family in 4 words or less. 

 

Google Cloud: Cloud Services Cheat Sheet 

 

 

Given Google Cloud’s global footprint and private network, it might make more sense to use existing 

technologies than to build services up from scratch. Before launching any development activity on your 

own, it’s a good strategy to explore available services. When you develop your website or application on 

Google Cloud, you can mix and match services into combinations that provide the infrastructure you 

need, and then add your code to enable the scenarios you want to build. 

Google Cloud: select services 

Google Cloud services that are used in the IoT event processing solution discussed here include: 

 

BigQuery caters to Google Cloud customers who need to store and analyze three-figure terabyte data 

volumes and perform a broad-range total data set analysis: 

● Cloud native analytics database - managed service 

● Large-scale columnar SQL database (PB) providing multi-regional service 
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Cloud Spanner makes any access you have anywhere on the planet always consistent on a global 

scale: 

● Cloud native relational online transaction database providing linear scaling and multi-regional 

and inter-continental service 

 

Coldline Storage allows you to store forever any amount of data (without the need for event 

compression or for taking aggregates for storage reasons) and inspect the raw data in the future for 

analysis:  

● Long-term, cost-effective cloud native storage with high availability 

 

Cloud Machine Learning Engine makes predictions possible to enable you to feed in data and then run 

the learning and analysis as needed. 

● Cloud native ML engine providing online and batch predictions 

 

Now let’s examine how such services play into an IoT event processing and analytics architecture using 

InfluxDB in Google Cloud. 

The recommended solution 
 

 

 

Why InfluxDB? 

IoT data is time series data, and the InfluxDB Platform works well with the other Google services in an 

IoT architecture because it fulfills the requirement for a separate yet complete time series platform 

providing ingestion, collection, storage and analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The IoT solution embeds the event life cycle into Google 
Cloud and InfluxDB platform residing into a larger architecture 
representation.” 
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InfluxDB Platform Architecture 

 

 

The InfluxDB Platform is the essential time series toolkit — dashboards, queries, tasks and agents all in 

one place. A unified platform making it faster and easier than ever to develop and deploy modern 

time-based applications, it is available in three versions: 

 

InfluxDB Open Source 

InfluxDB Open Source incorporates everything you need in a time series platform into a single binary. 

Core capabilities include  

● Time series data storage and querying 

● Processing in the background 

● Integrations with third-party services (including those from Google) 

● Collection agent configuration 

● Highly configurable dashboards and alert processing 

 

InfluxDB Cloud 

InfluxDB Cloud is a fast, elastic, serverless time series platform as a service — easy to use with 

usage-based pricing. Available on Google Cloud, it is a serverless platform that is purpose-built for time 

series data. This allows it to handle the relentless scale of time-stamped metrics and events generated 

by modern microservices, devices, and sensors — something that general-purpose databases can't do. 
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InfluxDB Enterprise 

The InfluxDB Enterprise subscription turns any InfluxData instance into a production-ready cluster that 

can run anywhere. Available in the Google marketplace, this is ideal for the IoT implementation where 

an on-prem version may be important due to compliance requirements. 

 

InfluxDB Enterprise and InfluxDB Cloud are readily available on the Google Cloud Marketplace, which 

offers ready-to-go development stacks, solutions and services to accelerate development. Users have 

one-click access to the industry’s leading time series platform for the collection, storage, analysis and 

visualization of metrics and events for real-time decision making. Integrated billing makes it easy to use 

your Google Cloud Marketplace credits toward InfluxDB. 

 

Google Cloud’s IoT event processing and analysis solution integrates InfluxDB platform as a building 

block into a global cloud architecture that can process all the different event life cycles discussed 

above.  

 

Technical architecture 
 

 
Cloud Native IoT Event Processing Architecture 

 

 

 

“InfluxDB really implements the ability to store all your events, 
to query them, and also to interface with other systems such 
as Google Cloud services.” 
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Every component in the above figure represents a cloud-native service, which eliminates the need to 

maintain VMs, monitor machines, or worry about the underlying infrastructure. All the solutions’ 

components are available as a service from a service UI. All services are global, and nothing is restricted 

to a certain geography. An overview of each architecture layer is provided below. 

Global IoT event collection 

Google Cloud has a globally available service called Cloud IoT Core that allows you to register any type 

of IoT device as long as it's compliant with certain protocols. Cloud IoT Core has an integration with the 

InfluxDB platform. Any events coming in can be fed into InfluxDB, and the interface and toolset can be 

used to analyze event data. This provides a first set of entry points for IoT event collection processing 

on a global scale.  

Offline analytics 

A Pub/Sub connector enables offline analytics. Cloud Pub/Sub is a topic-based publish/subscribe 

queueing system whereby you create a topic, push it through, or subscribe to it. The system is global, 

which means that any created topic is available worldwide; that anywhere on the planet that you have 

services running, you can subscribe to this topic; and that any data fed into this topic is available 

everywhere. 

 

The InfluxDB platform has a Cloud Pub/Sub integration, which makes the events ingested into InfluxDB 

available to the Pub/Sub system. You can write, for example, a data flow that feeds the events into 

BigQuery. Then, using the user interface, you can access and run the queries you write, 

 

BigQuery, as shown in the diagram, allows a predicate push down into other databases, such as a Cloud 

SQL database. This database acts like a MySQL variant. You can write analytics queries that also access 

the relational system, MySQL or Postgres, in order to combine data into analytics results. Or you can 

have other systems feeding into BigQuery that come from weather reports. This would be a way to 

integrate the events that you collected from all these devices into an analytics system that might also 

be taking advantage of data from other sources.  

Application systems 

On the diagram’s right side is an application running in Kubernetes. Kubernetes is available as a 

managed service, Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) on Google Cloud, that can implement application 

logic, such as fleet management. GKE runs on Cloud Spanner. (The two respective boxes in the diagram 

together constitute the application.) 

 

This architecture layer allows for bi-directional data transfer: 
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1. Events can stream from InfluxDB through Cloud Pub/Sub into Cloud Dataflow, which then 

feeds it into Cloud Spanner. These events are then available as transactional data to, for 

example, an inventory application.  

2. Data can also be sent from Cloud Spanner to InfluxDB if needed for analysis at that point in 

time, to integrate data that may be streaming from devices managed elsewhere or from other 

datasets that you want to have available.  

 

Bi-directional data transfer is important because it forms an ecosystem in which IoT events can feed 

other systems, and other systems can feed the events. Datasets or insights over time can be 

combined. 

Machine learning 

The next layer is machine learning. On the right side of the diagram is the AI platform — a Google Cloud 

service that provides machine learning capabilities, including online and batch predictions. Events are 

fed into the AI engine:  

 

● Collected events are extracted and sent to Cloud Run, a Google Cloud service which allows 

implementing computing logic.  

● Events are then stored in Cloud Storage for use as input for the AI Platform.  

● This data flow is a mechanism to model analyses and predictions based on events imported to 

the AI platform. 

 

Archiving 

The final layer is a mechanism to archive events. Cloud Run can submit code implemented in a Docker 

container. Once you submit the docker image to Google Cloud, it provides an entry point, an HTTP REST 

endpoint which you can invoke and which tracks whatever your code is doing. (This is a means to 

implement cloud functions in any workable way in Docker, so you're not restricted to the languages 

supported by cloud functions, but can instead use any language.)  

 

Scaling occurs on the spot as demand increases when invocations come in: 

 

● Managing invocations can be done using Cloud Scheduler: a configuration interface that allows 

setting invocations on a regular basis, based on desired number, timing, and frequency. One 

entrypoint is a Cloud Run docker image. On this basis, you control what data to extract and 

delete from the time series database and then feed it into a long-term storage environment, 

resulting in a sliding window of remaining actual data.  
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● Since any logic can be implemented in the Cloud Run docker image, the same data 

management mechanism described above can also be used to feed data into another storage 

environment, such as an operation database, analytics database or queueing system.  

 

Results 
 

 

Google Cloud’s native IoT event processing architecture, deploying InfluxDB, covers virtually all 

energy industry use cases as it addresses IoT events’ complete life cycle and deploys native 

Google Cloud services which have unmatched global reach and scalability.  

 

This architecture frees developers worldwide from managing underlying infrastructure. It 

empowers them to easily set up an IoT monitoring system and extract IoT-data-driven insights 

that can solve business problems and translate into time and cost efficiencies for energy 

industry enterprises.  

 

This use case was presented at InfluxDays London 2020.  
 

About InfluxData 
 

InfluxData is the creator of InfluxDB, the open source time series database. Our technology is 

purpose-built to handle the massive volumes of time-stamped data produced by IoT devices, 

applications, networks, containers and computers. We are on a mission to help developers and 

organizations, such as Cisco, IBM, PayPal, and Tesla, store and analyze real-time data, empowering 

them to build transformative monitoring, analytics, and IoT applications quicker and to scale. InfluxData 

is headquartered in San Francisco with a workforce distributed throughout the U.S. and across Europe.  

 

Learn more. 

InfluxDB documentation, downloads & 
guides 
Download InfluxDB 

Get documentation 

 

 

“All the components of this solution can function at the same 
time in various world regions.” 
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Additional case studies 

Join the InfluxDB community 
 
 

 
799 Market Street 
San Francisco, CA 94103 
(415) 295-1901 
www.InfluxData.com 
Twitter: @InfluxDB 
Facebook: @InfluxDB 
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